






Our Finished Surfaces offer innovative and durable surface finishing developed 
specifically to meet the needs of discerning customers. 

Our two product lines Finishfoil and Finishflex blend perfectly with every manu- 
facturing scenario. They individually enhance your products and perfect them 
into sophisticated tactile and highly aesthetic highlights for living spaces. 

Place your trust in Schattdecor‘s expertise in finding solutions!

At Schattdecor we respond to bustling change and exciting challenges with 
high-quality, focused team performance. We bundle our skills, think ideas through 
to the end, and we develop successful, future-oriented solutions for the benefit 
of our customers. 

We master changes shoulder to shoulder, sustainably, flexibly, and with a great 
passion for exclusive service. When it comes to design, decor development, or 
application technology, we continue to reinvent ourselves and focus on individ-
ual consultation. We develop diverse, multifaceted industry solutions from the 
comprehensive package of our individual competencies - innovative and from 
one source. 

Our product range reaches from Printed Surfaces and Impregnated Surfaces to 
Finished Surfaces. 

Everything from one source, in proven Schattdecor quality!

FINISHED SURFACES – FOR TOMORROW‘S LIVING SPACES.

QUALITY, DIVERSITY, AND DESIGN.

FLEXIBLE. AUTHENTIC. MULTIFACETED.

OUR MOTIVATION.





For the decorative design of your Finishfoils, you can choose from solid colors, 
wood and stone decors, and creative fantasy decors.

Within the scope of our Finishfoil product line, we develop fully finished, paper-based 
surfaces for our customers. They are characterized by a multitude of individual 
application options and are suitable for direct processing in the furniture, interior 
design, and RV industry.

We use state of the art technologies to produce our Finishfoils in maximum width 
of up to 2,750 mm. With our same-system coating lines we guarantee consistent 
top performance and maximum delivery reliability to our customers worldwide. 

The surface finishing options of our Finishfoils are nearly unlimited. With Smartfoil 
and Postfoil we can realize diverse combinations from paper, resin, and lacquer 
systems in premium quality. 

Variable paper grammages, various surface resistances, gloss levels from super-matt 
to high-gloss, and synchronous decors or all-over textures create a broad range 
of product variations. You will profit from a great variety of different tactile and 
visual surface effects. Depending on specifications or area of application, we can 
develop a tailor-made, individualized product solution in close cooperation with you.

FINISHFOIL BY SCHATTDECOR

SEE. TOUCH. FEEL. 

SMARTFOIL OR POSTFOIL?

Multifaceted surfaces for any challenge

Creative decors for special surfaces



PRODUCT STRUCTURE

Decor print

Lacquer

Pre-impregnated 
decor paper

Decor print

Resin

Lacquer

Decor paper

OPTIMUM AREAS OF APPLICATION

Furnishings Interior design RV Doors

PRODUCT VARIATIONS

PRODUCT BENEFITS

On the following pages you will find detailed information on our product variations. 
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OUR CLASSICS

Our classic foils offer a diverse range of uses for various surfaces. Whether it‘s for fur-
niture, flat surfaces, or profiles - they are made for universal use with a selectable gloss 
level from super-matt to high-gloss. Different lacquer qualities and quantities allow for 
various resistance levels.



MULTIFACETED FINISHING 

Real pore effects have been a firm favourite in the furniture industry for many years. 
This finishing option impresses with its elegant matt finished surface and natural look.  
Smartfoil Real and Postfoil Real are true all-round talents and impress with their high 
level of authenticity and their truly versatile characteristics.

Smartfoil Real ӏ 10460 Waterford Oak
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A NATURAL TOUCH

Our Finishfoil with 3D effect is particularly authentic. It is astonishingly similar to 
original surfaces from a visual aspect and from a tactile aspect. Experience Smartfoil 3D 
and Postfoil 3D with your own hands!

Smartfoil 3D ӏ 01088 Astana Pine
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ALMOST LIKE NATURE MADE IT

Smartfoil Evo is an inspiring high-end product with visual and tactile effects that are 
nearly identical to a natural veneer surface. Smartfoil Evo achieves its unique, authentic 
appearance with a special, synchronous, matt finish look. It also offers an optimized 
physical-chemical surface resistance.

Smartfoil Evo ӏ 20187 Columbia Walnut



TOUCHING ALLOWED!

The trendy, extra-matt surface Smartfoil Mat+ is our solution for a design-oriented 
home where real life can happen to your heart‘s content. It has a key feature: the 
anti-fingerprint effect. Now you can say: “Touching allowed!”. Smartfoil Mat+ also 
scores with a trendy, super-matt look and a velvety-soft touch.

Smartfoil Mat+ ӏ 254080 Uni Olive 
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IMITATION TO HIGHEST PERFECTION 

Smartfoil Nature is in no way inferior to the original: Its perfected real-wood character 
is visually and haptically indistinguishable from a natural surface. It achieves this 
impressive authenticity with a decor-synchronous matt finish and its particularly high 
matting effect that just tempts to be touched.

Smartfoil Nature ӏ 10418 Delano Oak
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A COST EFFECTIVE DECISION

We have developed Smartfoil Eco to be an economic solution for lightly used surface 
areas. In terms of application characteristics it is identical to the other products in 
our product portfolio.
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For the decorative design of your individual Finishflex product, you can choose 
from an impressive variety of different decors. 

FINISHFLEX BY SCHATTDECOR
STRETCH IT!

Creative decors for special surfaces

With our Finishflex product line we offer our customers thermoplastic-based 
finished surfaces that are produced in a special manufacturing process. In all 
versions they are completely free from PVC, softening agents, chlorine, or solvents, 
and are thus 100% harmless to your health.

Elastic, environmentally friendly Finishflex surfaces are suited for countless 
production and application scenarios: Our product range includes foils for use in 
flooring as well as in surface finishing for interior design and furniture elements. 
Due to their moisture resistance, our Finishflex product line is also ideal for front 
panels in kitchens and bathrooms.



PRODUCT STRUCTURE

OPTIMUM AREAS OF APPLICATION

PRODUCT VARIATIONS

PRODUCT BENEFITS
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On the following pages you will find detailed information on our product variations. 
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HIGHEST DEMANDS TO FUNCTIONALITY AND AESTHETICS

Smartflex Nature from our Finishflex product line is the tailor-made answer to the 
demand for thermoplastic surfaces in the furniture and interior design industry. This 
extremely elastic surface combines the low-maintenance of a plastic foil with a de-
corsynchronous look and matt finish with real wood character. Thanks to its sealed, 
easy-clean surface, Smartflex Nature is in particular recommended for use in kitchens 
and wet rooms. Due to its flexibility and formability, the product is also very suitable 
for wrapping.

Smartflex Nature ӏ 10033 Catania Oak

Test here!
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Proflex 3D ӏ 12101 Canyon Malibu Chestnut

Test here!



0% POLLUTANTS, 100% FEEL-GOOD QUALITY

Our innovative top coat for multi-layer flooring systems Proflex 3D is characterized by its 
robust surface qualities and excellent durability. It is warm underfoot, easy to keep clean, 
withstands extreme use, and thanks to non-toxic and harmless components it even creates 
a natural, non-hazardous indoor climate in every living space. Its textured, flexible 
surface ensures a pleasant look and becomes a tactile experience.
 
Perfect for customers focused on environmental awareness!
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EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY

How does the world around us change? How do we want to live tomorrow? Which 
interior design trends will dominate our future? We continue to ask ourselves 
these and many other questions to optimize our Finished Surfaces. We would 
like to give product developers, designers, and architects a completely unique, 
completely independent trend concept that goes far beyond mere product 
development and instead provides a valuable focus as well as reliable design, 
material, and color concepts. 

Trade fair visits, design workshops, research, analysis, as well as a continuous 
international exchange is very important in our trend research. As a family business, 
we place great value on individual and personal customer service. Our international 
design team supports our sales team to always stay up to date on trends.

Our decor surfaces in the Finished Surfaces segment are of an exceptionally high 
quality and pass all common stress tests. We create a consistently high, interna-
tionally uniform level of quality with standardized processes on system-compatible 
printing, lacquer or impregnation machines, as well as with the use of light-fast 
paints and high-quality raw materials. We guarantee this with our worldwide 
binding quality seal “Made by Schattdecor”. 

Detailed technical information is available in our product data sheets.

LEADERSHIP IN DESIGN

THAT‘S THE DIFFERENCE OF 
OUR FINISHED SURFACES.



COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

The protection of natural resources and an appreciation of nature and the 
environment is an important investment into our future. That‘s why we focus 
on environmentally friendly, high-tech printing inks made of natural materials 
like water, casein, and organic pigments. They meet the requirements of the toy 
standard DIN EN 71-3 and are nearly solvent-free; they also protect our employee‘s 
health and our environment. We ensure minimal emissions by using state of the 
art production facilities, energy-optimized processes, and by continuously investing 
in environmentally friendly, future-oriented technologies. And that allows us act 
quickly, immediately, and in a market-oriented manner. Our production locations 
across the world follow our high, German environmental standards. That‘s why 
we equip our plants with our own sewage treatment plants, if necessary.



Klaus Müller
Executive Sales Director Processed Surfaces

Tel.: +49 8031 – 275 2004
k.mueller@schattdecor.de

Do you have any questions?

Follow us!
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